Lincoln Trivia

How much do you know about our 16th president?
1. Where was Abraham Lincoln born?

a. Indiana  
b. Illinois  
c. Kentucky  
d. Virginia
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2. What tragedy did Lincoln suffer at age 9?

- a. His father died.
- b. His mother died.
- c. He moved to IN.
- d. A fire destroyed his family’s cabin.
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3. Lincoln’s family moved to what state when he was 21?

a. Illinois  
b. Maryland  
c. Indiana  
d. California
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4. Even though he had little formal schooling, Lincoln taught himself how to be a:

a. Doctor  
b. Dentist  
c. Preacher  
d. Lawyer
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5. Who was Abraham Lincoln’s wife?

a. Mary  
b. Martha  
c. Margaret  
d. Molly
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c. Margaret
d. Molly
6. The children that Abraham and Mary Lincoln had:

a. 4 boys
b. 3 boys
c. 2 boys
d. 1 boy
6. The children that Abraham and Mary Lincoln had:

Robert 1843 - 1926
Edward 1846 - 1850
William 1850 - 1862
Thomas 1853 - 1871

a. 4 boys
b. 3 boys
c. 2 boys
d. 1 boy
7. Lincoln served as president from...

a. 1851-1859
b. 1861-1865
c. 1861-1869
d. 1857-1861
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8. What war happened in the U.S. during Lincoln’s presidency?

a. Revolutionary  
b. Mexican  
c. Civil  
d. World War I
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9. What was President Lincoln doing when he was assassinated?

a. Giving the Gettysburg Address
b. Visiting a battle
c. Watching a play
d. Riding in a carriage
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10. Where is Lincoln’s tomb?

a. Washington DC  
b. Gettysburg, PA  
c. Kentucky  
d. Springfield, IL
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